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Abstract The development of novel robotic fabrication technologies in architecture concentrates largely on integrating stationary industrial-type robots
into off-site prefabrication processes. By contrast, few enabling robotic technologies exist today that allow robotic fabrication processes to be mobile and
implemented directly on building sites. While mobile in-situ fabrication offers a large range of architectural potentials, its realization requires to address fundamental challenges. First, the production of large-scale and potentially monolithic structures on-site requires an advanced robotic fabrication
system that can fulfill the material, structural- and architectural-related demands associated with it. Second, the poorly structured nature of building
sites requires mobile robotic systems to be equipped with advanced sensing
and control solutions to contend with uncertain conditions found on-site. The
research discussed in this paper addresses both of these subjects. It applies
a novel construction system for non-standard reinforced concrete structures,
termed Mesh Mould, to explore the fabrication of large-scale and monolithic
building structures using a mobile robot on site. It further investigates sensorintegrated adaptive fabrication strategies to achieve the accurate fabrication
of such a large-scale structure, and this is done despite prevalent uncertainties
related to the building site environment, the mobile robotic system, and the
material behavior during fabrication. The results of this research were realized
in a slender, doubly curved, reinforced concrete wall at the DFAB HOUSE at
NEST. This research demonstrator provides the unique opportunity to present
robotic in situ fabrication not merely as a future possibility, but as a reality
applied to a tangible construction project.
Keywords Digital fabrication · Construction robotics · In situ fabrication ·
Adaptive fabrication · Mobile manipulation
This research was supported by Swiss National Science Foundation through the NCCR Digital Fabrication (NCCR Digital Fabrication Agreement 51NF40-141853) and a Professorship
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1 Introduction

Robotic technologies for novel additive fabrication processes at a full architectural scale enable a higher degree of freedom in design possibilities and geometric differentiation, functional integration, and integrated design-to-fabrication
workflows [28,22,29]. Hence, they promise to yield a multitude of benefits to
the construction industry for improving the productivity, quality, and sustainability of building construction [39]. However, the advancement of robotic
fabrication has mostly been focused on integrating industrial-type robots into
dedicated construction factories for the off-site prefabrication of building components. Some prominent and recent examples are the Swiss construction company ERNE AG Holzbau [7], which used a large-scale gantry robot for the prefabrication of bespoke timber components for a roof construction in 2015 [51]
(Fig. 1(a)), or the Gramazio Kohler Research group at ETH Zurich, who prefabricated wooden frame modules for a residential unit with the gantry robot
of the Robotic Fabrication Laboratory in 2018 [20, 47]. Construction factories
facilitate the implementation of automated prefabrication processes on many
levels, one of the most important factors being the ability to provide a controlled and fully structured environment. Prefabrication also corresponds to
the modernist tradition that promotes the separation of functions implicit in
the architectural components (e.g., the divisions between structure and skin
in curtain wall constructions, or the separation among walls, columns, and
slabs as found in the plattenbau—an architecture that is conveniently massproduced and assembled) [24, 32,42]. The inherent modularization of prefabrication is essentially congruent with the manufacturing industry’s traditional
methods of mass production, and therefore provides many benefits in the
context of robotics and automation [24, 32]. Beyond these benefits, however,
prefabrication imposes also a number of limitations in the architectural and
material-related realms. Prefabricated components must comply with transportation directives regarding size and weight, and they must sustain the forces
acting on them during transportation, lifting, and final assembly. Components
that cannot sustain these forces may require temporary bracing; this applies
to prefabricated structures such as masonry walls, which must be equipped
with vertical channels for anchor bars that enable their transport and erection [36]. With respect to joining, the final assembly of components on site
poses the challenge of high-accuracy fabrication requirements, since some potentially necessary adjustments can only occur in the connections and in the
joints between components. Furthermore, these components must be joined in
such a way that the connections ensure the structural integrity of the whole
structure. Lastly, the joining of such prefabricated components into the fullscale building structure on site is still dependent on manual labor (Fig. 1(b)).
Consequently, these final manual manufacturing steps interrupt the digital
process chain from design to fabrication [31].
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 1 (a) Example of a robotic prefabrication process in a dedicated off-site construction
factory: The gantry robot at ERNE AG Holzbau fabricates a bespoke timber module, which
is a building component of a large-scale roof construction (2015) [7]. (b) Example of a manual
assembly process on a building site: Construction workers assemble a concrete composite
floor plate system with lattice girders, PJZ Zurich building site (2018).

Despite these limitations, few enabling robotic technologies currently exist
that would allow robotic systems to be integrated into in situ 1 construction
processes, and thereby introduce new possibilities to architectural design and
building construction. Since an in situ fabricated building structure is subject
to fewer constraints on the scale of the objects and the material system used,
it allows for the production of structures designed to be free of components
and modularization [42]. For example, this is seen as required in structures
with high dynamic and alternating loads, which must be monolithic and continuous to be structurally sound; examples of such structures are cast-in-place
reinforced concrete structures [18]. As an alternative approach to the compositional and modular design logic, additive robotic in situ processes could provide
different design options to achieve architectural differentiation with a higher
degree of continuity; for example, through the gradual local distribution of
material properties to meet structural or environmental performance criteria.
Robotic in situ processes also hold the potential to allow efforts in logistics
to be minimized; e.g., no need for an off-site factory or intermediate stops
for material transport. Thus, they could fundamentally change conventional
construction site workflows, as well as the architectural language inherent to
them.
While these architectural potentials highly motivate the expansion of the
digital design-to-fabrication process chain to building sites, robotic in situ fabrication is still largely a potentiality as there are fundamental technological
challenges—recently referred to as ”in situ fabrication challenges” [23]—that
have hindered its comprehensive implementation to date. One major challenge
concerns the building scale. While robotic prefabrication relies on placing and
fabricating building components within stationary work cells, robotic in situ
1

This means locally, on-site, or in place.
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fabrication requires the robot to be placed on site for it to reach and fabricate building structures at their final location. Another major challenge concerns the building site environment. While many well-established processes
in robotic prefabrication rely on the complete knowledge and constant conditions of a structured factory environment, robotic processes on construction
sites lack such certainty. Building sites are poorly structured and they also
continuously change with the construction progress.

Fig. 2 The In situ Fabricator (IF) and Mesh Mould: The mobile construction robot IF is
fabricating the last layers of the steel rebar mesh for the bespoke reinforced concrete wall on
the DFAB HOUSE construction site, situated at the NEST building of Empa, Dübendorf,
Switzerland.

The research presented in this paper addresses both of these challenges.
First, to tackle the challenge of the architectural scale, this research explores
mobile robotics to fabricate large-scale structures that exceed a robot’s static
workspace on a building site. For this purpose, a novel robotic construction
system for reinforced concrete structures, which is designated as Mesh Mould
(see [30] for details on the fabrication technology), was applied and customized.
This construction system consists of robotically fabricating a double-sided hollow steel rebar mesh in a continuous layer-wise fashion using the mobile construction robot named the In situ Fabricator (IF, see [27] for technical details
on the robot). Later, this hollow mesh effectively acts both as formwork for
filling it with fresh concrete and as reinforcement for the hardened concrete.
The fabrication technology has specifically been selected to demonstrate the
full potential of using mobile robots on site; that is, the production of geometrically differentiated, structurally informed, and monolithic structures in both
a material- and labor-efficient way. Second, to respond to the challenges arising
from various uncertainties related to robotic in situ processes—the building
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site environment, the mobile robotic system, and the material behavior—this
research proposes a sensor-integrated adaptive fabrication strategy. The fabrication system has been validated in various physical studies culminating in
a demonstrator at full architectural scale—namely the mobile robotic fabrication of a doubly-curved steel rebar mesh for a fully load-bearing building
structure known as the Mesh Mould wall of the DFAB HOUSE at NEST [43,
5] (Fig. 2).
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 elaborates on
the background and motivation of this research. It provides a brief overview
and assessment of existing strategies for robotic in situ fabrication, and it
outlines the areas of focus for the experimental section of this paper. Section 3
provides details on the materials and methods used for this research and the
realization of the architectural demonstrator. Section 4 reports the results and
validation of this research, and lastly, Section 5 summarizes the results and
discusses possible directions for future research.

2 Background and motivation
2.1 Recent developments of robotic in situ fabrication systems
In recent years, a number of companies and research institutions have increasingly addressed the challenge of robotic in situ fabrication of large-scale
building structures. As depicted in the taxonomy in Fig. 3, various robotic
systems have evolved that aim to meet the requirements of manipulation and
assembly tasks at an architectural scale. Still, they vary greatly in regard to
payload capacity, reach, flexibility, and construction process.

a

b

c

d

Fig. 3 Taxonomy of robotic systems for additive in situ fabrication. (a) Stationary systems with a wide-range static workspace (3D Printhuset BOD [1], ApisCor [2], BigDelta
WASP [19]). (b) Mobile systems using an extended manipulator with a wide-range static
workspace (Digital Construction Platform [34], Hadrian 105 [8]). (c) Mobile systems using
a standard manipulator with a mid-range static workspace (DimRob [31], IF [27], CyBe
RC 3Dp [4], SAM100 [3]). (d) Mobile systems without manipulator and a short-range static
workspace (Minibuilders [11], TERMES [50], filament robots [12]).

Currently, the developed stationary systems [1, 2,19], as well as mobile systems with extended manipulators [34,8] demonstrated the fabrication of ob-
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jects within their static workspace. One such example is the monolithic domelike extruded foam structure produced by the Digital Construction Platform,
as depicted in Fig. 4(a). Having a wide-range workspace allows such systems
to be stationary during fabrication and to thus rely on fixed mechanical links
throughout their system. This facilitates their operation greatly in terms of
planning and control. However, the size of the workspace eventually constrains
the size of the object being fabricated.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4 (a) The Digital Construction Platform [34], a mobile dual-arm system with a widerange workspace developed at MIT, exhibited the in situ formwork fabrication of a largescale monolithic dome-like structure through foam extrusion within its static workspace
(2017). (b) The mobile construction robot CyBe [4], an arm-based system with a mid-range
workspace, has demonstrated the fabrication of a large-scale 3D printed concrete structure
on site (2018). Due to the constraints of the additive processes, such as the curing of the
concrete, the structure consists of 35 individual modules; each module complies with the
static workspace limitations of the robot.

An approach to robotic in situ fabrication which overcomes this issue is
to employ systems that are smaller in scale yet mobile. In mobile robotics,
the system is, in principle, independent of the size or the shape of the object
it produces. Despite the severe limitations in payload capacity for realistic
construction scenarios, this concept has been convincingly demonstrated in
projects involving mobile robots radically small in scale; examples include the
Minibuilders project [11], and the TERMES project [50]. Mobile robots outperform stationary systems in relation to flexibility and dexterity, and they
require only minimal effort to be set up on site [21]. However, mobile robots
lack a rigid kinematic chain that links a robot’s end effector to the ground. Due
to the absence of such mechanical links in their systems during operation, the
higher their mobility and flexibility is, the more their precise operation relies
on advanced sensing and control solutions. This is complicated by the requirement to achieve absolute accuracy of large-scale constructions in a globally
consistent coordinate system.
While current developments exhibit the potential application of mobile
robotics to digital in situ fabrication, they also reveal several limitations. For
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example, recently published mobile robotic systems do not make use of stateof-the-art exteroceptive sensing and control solutions to enhance the autonomy, accuracy and robustness of such systems. They typically depend on external stationary referencing systems for localization and positioning the end
effector with absolute accuracy on-site [3, 13,52]. Visibility constraints and
sensor range of such external installations eventually limit the flexibility and
agility of a mobile system. Moreover, external measurement systems do not
provide contextualized feedback beyond localization, and they cannot survey
the built structure with respect to uncertain material processes. Lastly, constraints of a material system can cause the need to modularize building structures according to the static workspace limitations of the robot used; one such
example is the robotic in situ process for 3D printed concrete components,
depicted in Fig. 4(b).

2.2 Uncertainties of building processes on site
Processes in robotic prefabrication typically rely on complete knowledge provided by highly structured factory conditions. This relates to various factors
such as dedicated work-cells, the absolute accuracy of physically bound stationary robotic systems, or the independence of outside weather situations.
These conditions facilitate the planning and control of robotic procedures,
and they ensure a high level of confidence in produced objects with respect
to their digital design. Robotic in situ processes, however, are challenged by
the lack of such complete knowledge, which is caused by a variety of external
influences and the uncertainties of their immediate environment. For example,
in comparison with their digital blueprints, building site environments often
exhibit deviations and dimensional tolerances, particularly over large building spans. Such a discrepancy may occur if the as-planned digital model of a
building site does not capture an accurate and detailed depiction of the actual
as-built conditions; for instance, an entity may not be constructed exactly as
the plan foresaw [46]. The exposure of building sites to the outer climate and
temperature changes may cause deflections in constituent building elements,
and hence, deviations from their digital models can occur. Furthermore, the
building material can exhibit unpredictable behavior during the process of
fabrication.2 Lastly, mobile robots lack a perfectly controlled system and can
exhibit localization and positioning errors.
In robotic in situ fabrication, the predetermination of a digital model continually interferes with the unpredictability of the physical domain. In many
cases, such prevalent uncertainties render a purely model-based approach as
unstable, and create the need for a robot to continuously perceive its surroundings and obtain critical knowledge through exteroceptive sensing instead. This
knowledge must then be used further within the process control in accordance
2 In prefabrication, robotic processes also have to cope with unpredictable material behavior. However, factors such as the prevalence of dirt and temperature changes increase
the probability of materially induced uncertainties on-site.
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with defined performance criteria as the production progresses [25,40, 44]. In
this way, the control system can adapt the robot process to external stimuli
and ensuring that the required fabrication accuracy is achieved.

2.3 The in situ fabrication concept
To fundamentally advance the technology and to develop robotic in situ construction methods within the field of architecture and digital fabrication, a
synthetic and multi-disciplinary approach is required. Hence, this research
is conducted in collaboration with researchers from several different fields—
namely those of robotics, material science, structural engineering, and architecture.

Fig. 5 The mobile robot IF is equipped with a custom-developed end effector to fabricate
the steel rebar mesh for the Mesh Mould wall on site; in this image depicted with a full-scale
mock-up of the mesh.

The payload capacities, reach, and flexibility of the mobile robotic system
used for this research—named the In situ Fabricator (IF)—were designed and
developed to fit the manipulation and assembly tasks at true architectural
scale. The electrically powered arm-based system has a static reach of 3.2 m
in height and 2.55 m in width, a payload capacity of 40 kg, and a tracked
hydraulically-driven mobile base. The prototype system IF described here is
based on previous research within Gramazio Kohler Research and the NCCR
Digital Fabrication that began in 2011 [31,26, 27]. While prior experiments
with the IF were performed in the lab, the aim of this research was to validate
the use of the machinery in the context of a real-world construction scenario.
To enhance the system’s unobstructed mobility, its onboard sensing solutions
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were custom developed for the realization of the architectural demonstrator of
this research; these solutions supported both the mobile robot’s global localization on site and a local fabrication survey of the fabricated object. In addition,
the mobile robotics approach also required advanced fabrication technology
capable of exploiting its potential on a realistic architectural scale. The customization of the Mesh Mould fabrication technology [30, 10] for this research
enabled the mobile robot to continuously add material layer-by-layer while
providing the structural integrity of the object during construction (Fig. 5).
The robotic process was complemented by the subsequent manual filling of
the produced structural formwork with concrete, which ultimately resulted in
the fully load-bearing and monolithic architectural element. The research presented below also aims to reveal how the use of such distinct on-site robotic
fabrication technology and its operational logic inform the architectural design
process and create an architectural expression inherent to the very process.

3 Materials and methods
3.1 Mesh Mould and In Situ Fabricator at DFAB HOUSE
The robotic in situ process for a bespoke reinforced concrete wall using the IF
by applying the Mesh Mould technology is featured as one of the innovation
objects for the residential unit DFAB HOUSE in the Empa NEST building
(Fig. 6) [6, 43].

Fig. 6 Visualization of the DFAB HOUSE [5] of the Empa NEST building. The residential
unit displays four innovation objects that aim to advance digital fabrication techniques
in building construction: (a) In situ Fabricator and Mesh Mould [9], (b) Smart Dynamic
Casting [14], (c) Smart Slab [15] and (d) Spatial Timber Assemblies [17].
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The 12 m-long, s-shaped, undulated, and monolithic Mesh Mould wall constitutes both a zoning element and the main load-bearing element on the
ground floor of the unit. It supports a cantilevering pre-stressed concrete floor
slab (Smart Slab [16]) topped with a two-story timber structure (Spatial Timber Assemblies [17]). In total, the wall carries 80 t of vertical and lateral loads.

3.2 Fabrication-aware computational design
A process that is dependent on its combined sources of material, structural,
and fabrication-related knowledge informed the design of the wall. Primarily,
the design intended to increase the structural capacity of the wall through a
differentiated geometry, thereby reducing the wall’s overall thickness and material consumption. This was achieved by locally undulating and introducing
a double curvature at specific locations along the wall’s surface. Together with
assessing its structural performance, fabrication-related constraints were continually considered along the respective design workflow (Fig. 7; see also [30]
for details on the structural analysis of the Mesh Mould material system). This
approach allowed the design space of feasible differentiated geometries related
to the material system, structure, and fabrication to be explored. While the
realization of such a complex geometry would be expensive and labor-intensive
if built using traditional methods, e.g., by using formwork, this research aimed
to demonstrate the efficiency of applying the in situ fabrication of the Mesh
Mould technology instead.

Fig. 7 Using the custom design tool for generating wall geometries, designers can study
the structural effects of locally undulating various surface geometries. At the same time, the
design tool informs the designer also about fabrication-related constraints. As illustrated
by the example on the right, a high undulation amplitude results in exceeding fabrication
constraints such as the limits for the layer height between rebar elements at certain regions
of the mesh. These regions are marked in red accordingly.

To form a geometrically differentiated and stable reinforcement mesh, a
custom-developed end effector integrated into the IF successively cross-wire
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welded layers of long, continuous, ribbed steel rebar (6.0 mm in diameter)
with short, discrete elements of ribbed steel rebar (4.5 mm in diameter). The
layout of the steel rebar had to meet requirements derived from structural
considerations and constraints imposed by the mesh-filling process (see [37,30]
for further details), as well as mobile fabrication-related considerations. Hence,
the layers of the continuous steel rebar elements were arranged in the vertical
direction as opposed to the horizontal direction of layers used in conventional
3D printing processes. This had the advantage of creating continuous strands
of rebar complying with the predominant vertical direction of the forces acting
on the wall. More importantly to the mobile robotic in situ process, it allowed
the mesh to expand in the direction of the robot’s movement. This fabrication
logic enabled the IF to construct the full 2.8 m height of the wall at once,
and to complete the 12.0 m-long monolithic wall through continually adding
vertical layers of rebar elements and by relocating only eight times (Fig. 8).

Fig. 8 Visualization of the mobile fabrication sequence: The mesh of the wall is fabricated
in vertical layers to its full 2.8 m height. The vertical arrangement of the layers allows
the structure to be expanded horizontally along the mobile robot’s path. To complete the
12.0 m-long mesh construction, the IF has to be relocated only eight times.

3.3 Sensor-integrated adaptive fabrication strategy
With respect to the high accuracy requirements for the mesh fabrication—both
in relation to the robustness of the process (e.g., avoiding collisions between
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Fig. 9 Diagram of the sensor-integrated adaptive fabrication strategy: The geometric-based
closed-loop control allows the robotic system to deal with uncertainties related to the (1)
building site, (2) the robot localization, and (3) the material behavior. The diagram should
also show the close entanglement of design, actuation, and sensing in robotic in situ fabrication.

the end effector and the mesh) and the resulting as-built accuracy of the constructed object—this research has established and subsequently validated a
sensor-integrated adaptive fabrication strategy (Fig. 9). This adaptive fabrication strategy involves integrating the following steps into a geometric-based
closed-loop control method. A priori to fabrication, a robot must sense and
capture the building site environment and create a 3D representation of it—
this is referred to as building site mapping. In one calibration step, the globally
defined geometric representation of the building site, including the reference
geometry for fabrication, must be aligned with the obtained map. In the case of
deviations between the as-planned reference geometry to the obtained as-built
map, the reference geometry must be adapted to the true dimensions found onsite; such an alignment procedure has also been depicted in previous research
in [26]. During fabrication, the fabrication controller continually monitors the
difference between the desired dimensions (i.e., the reference geometry) and
the estimated dimensions (i.e., the sensor feedback) of the fabricated object
with sensory information coming from multiple sources; typically, the sources
are the fused estimations of both the global robot localization and the local
measurements of the fabricated object. The fabrication controller then iteratively generates control actions to achieve the desired performance criteria.
Through these control actions, robotic manipulation procedures can be incre-
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mentally adjusted to attain the globally defined reference geometry, and the
robot can cope with the uncertainties induced by multiple sources on site.

Fig. 10 Illustration of the IF’s complementary vision-based sensing solution with one camera at the end effector that is used for the robot’s global localization, and two more cameras
for the in-process fabrication survey of the rebar mesh. The image also displays the various
coordinate frames (cf) used in the sensing system: (1) world cf, (2) fiducial marker cf, (3)
robot cf, (4) localization camera cf, (5) fabrication survey camera cf, and (6) end effector
cf [38].

To implement the adaptive fabrication strategy for the mesh fabrication
process with the IF, an integrated onboard vision-based sensing solution has
been developed that consists of two complementary parts (Fig. 10, and see [38]
for technical details on the implementation). The first part concerned the
building site mapping and the robot’s global localization on the job site; this
was achieved by the IF firstly mapping and subsequently registering AprilTag
fiducial markers mounted along the wall’s foundation area. The second part
concerned the local fabrication survey. This was achieved by the IF iteratively
registering the contour of the rebar elements within layer’s of the mesh. The
subsequent feedback of the sensing data into the fabrication control allowed
the robot to compensate locally for two main sources of error—that is, firstly
for deflections of the mesh (e.g., due to inner forces caused by the steel rebar’s elastic deformation or by the welding heat), and secondly for estimation
inaccuracies in the robot’s global localization (Fig. 11).
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Fig. 11 Sequences of welding nodes forming the rebar mesh contour at full layer height,
depicting the comparison of the estimated location obtained from the onboard vision system
to the expected location in the CAD model. A color code indicates the amount of deviation,
i.e., distances from the midpoint of the estimated line segments to the midpoint of the
expected line segments. Outliers are marked with a gray circle (left). According to the
obtained error d, the fabrication controller continually adapts the welding angle α for each
welding node towards the desired reference geometry (right).

4 Results and validation
The 2.8-m high doubly curved steel rebar mesh consisting of 339 layers with
more than 22000 welding nodes was successfully constructed from eight different robot locations in approximately 125 hours of production time at the
DFAB HOUSE construction site (Fig. 12; see also the movie documentation
of the process in [9]).
The net cycle time measured for each welding node was around 5 s per
node, but it was observed that the gross time observed was around 20 s per
node. The gross cycle time included several additional tasks, such as the visual
survey of the mesh contour in between layers of the mesh, several manual
interventions such as material feeding, the insertion of a steel support elements
(i.e., foundation plates, top plates, cross connections), and the robot relocation
procedures. At this fabrication speed, on average 16 to 24 layers could be
fabricated each day and the robot was relocated every second day (see also
Table 1 for production figures, and an elaborate productivity assessment for
the wall construction in [45]).
Relocating the robot took approximately 1 hour, and it included the remote
controlled driving of the robot platform, the manual relocation of the robot’s
periphery and the automated localization procedure using the onboard vision
system. The localization method was refined and calibrated during the first
five robot relocations procedures. This calibration was achieved by estimating
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Fig. 12 Timelapse snaphots of the IF fabricating the rebar mesh on the DFAB HOUSE
building site from subsequent locations. The whole fabrication process is also documented
as a video and can be viewed online at [9].

the robot pose manually with a steel probe tip on the end effector and comparing this manual estimation with the automated estimation. It was observed
that the best estimation was achieved by measuring the fiducial markers from
the same distance and angle from which their map was created (from approximately a 1-m distance and an angle between 20◦ and 30◦ ). For the last three
robot relocation procedures only the visual estimation was used, and no additional manual measuring for comparing the results was necessary. Finally, the
local error compensation enabled by the adaptive fabrication strategy allowed
the mesh to be fabricated without collision and as a freestanding structure.
The accuracy of the finished mesh fabrication was validated by taking
ground truth measurements using a Faro laser scanner. The validation proved
the performance of the system to be consistent and predictable, thus confirming that the system achieves construction industry standard benchmarks
(Fig. 13).
Following the robotic process, the steel mesh was manually reinforced with
additional rebar elements to enhance the structural capacity at the open endings of the wall and the higher doubly curved regions. To avoid major deformations during the subsequent concreting process, the mesh was also temporarily
diagonally braced using steel posts at six locations along the wall (Fig. 14(a)).
Finally, the mesh was filled with a MonoTop-412 N cement mix and covered
with a layer of Sika MonoTop-352 N shotcrete for the surface finish, resulting
in a fully load-bearing and monolithic building element (Fig. 14(b)).
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Dimension, speed, accuracy, and robustness figures of the fabrication process
Wall height / length top / length bottom
Number of vertical layers
Minimum / maximum distance between vertical layers
Number of welding nodes of one double-sided vertical layer
Number of welding nodes
Number of robot relocations
Time required for robot relocations incl. manual assistance of
remote controlled driving and moving the robot’s periphery
Visual survey time of one welding node / one layer
Net fabrication time of one welding node / one layer
Gross fabrication time of one welding node / one layer (incl.
visual fabrication survey, manual auxiliary processes)
Percentage of time required for automated procedures vs.
manual auxiliary procedures
Layers fabricated daily
Total gross fabrication time
Estimated global accuracy of the end effector positioning
Estimated local accuracy of the mesh contour survey
Percentage of outliers in the mesh contour detection

2.8m / 11.8m / 11.4m
339
31mm / 41mm
66/68
22374
8
1h
4.3sec / 2.5min
5sec / 5.5min
20sec / 22min
33.3% vs. 66.6%
16–24 layers
125h
± 15 mm
± 5 mm
1.6%

Table 1 Figures on the speed, accuracy, and robustness of the Mesh Mould rebar mesh
fabrication using the mobile robot IF.

≥20.0mm (2.1%)
≥16.7<20mm (2.5%)
≥13.3<16.7mm (7.8%)
≥10.0<13.3mm (20.4%)
<10.0mm (67.1%)
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Fig. 13 Error plot computation based on ground truth measurements of the fabricated
mesh: The colors represent regions that fall within different error ranges. and 98% of the
steel rebar mesh stayed well below 20mm of tolerances. The severest mesh deflections appear
in the regions with a higher curvature and towards the top of the wall [38].
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 14 (a) For structural reasons, the steel rebar mesh required to be manually reinforced
at the open endings of the wall and the higher doubly curved areas. (b) The robotically
fabricated mesh was then manually filled with a cement mixture and surface finished with a
layer of shotcrete, resulting in a fully load-bearing and monolithic building element [30, 10].

Fig. 15 The finished doubly-curved slender Mesh Mould wall at the DFAB HOUSE,
supporting the cantilevering pre-stressed concrete Smart Slab with a wall thickness of
12.5 cm [16, 10].
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5 Discussion
5.1 Conclusion
This research developed and experimentally validated methods and strategies
that addressed two major robotic in situ fabrication challenges: the first one
concerns the large scale of building construction, and the second one concerns
the accuracy required for fabrication. The following conclusions can be drawn
from the strategies applied:

Architectural scale
The presented robotic in situ process demonstrated the realization of a largescale and monolithic building structure through mobile fabrication, exceeding
the mobile robot’s static workspace in the horizontal plane. The size of the
produced object is still constrained by the robot’s reach in height. However,
the process nevertheless ushers fabrication towards the robotic production
of building structures that are designed to be free of components and with
fewer limitations which are usually imposed by transport, final positioning,
and assembly.

Accuracy
To make the mobile robotic process on a building site possible—that is, independent of structured factory conditions—the research presented an adaptive
fabrication strategy in which the robot captured critical knowledge using its
onboard sensing systems by 1) mapping the geometry of the building site, 2)
localizing the robot origin within it, and 3) surveying the ongoing fabrication
process, and the fabrication controller continually integrated this knowledge
for the generation of the robot tasks.
With respect to this strategy, this experiment attained a number of findings
and achievements. Firstly, the mapping of the fiducial markers placed on the
construction site allowed the robot to align and adapt the CAD model of them
to the obtained map. Secondly, the robot localization in reference to the markers enabled the robot to move on the job site and to position its end effector
in a globally consistent world frame. Finally, the fabrication survey facilitated
the robot to constantly monitor whether its actions succeeded reliably. This
allowed the robot to locally contend with uncertain factors —including both
the unpredictable material behavior and noise in the localization estimations—
and eventually it could fabricate a structure that accurately adhered to the
globally defined reference geometry.
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5.2 Future research
Sensor integration and open-ended form-generation
In contemporary design culture, it is hardly ever questioned, that design and
form-generation processes are preceding materialization processes [42]. Adaptive fabrication, however, challenges the notion of a unidirectional information
flow from the design to the fabricated object [25,44]. In contrast to the material being merely a passive receiver of a predetermined form, the introduction
of feedback loops allows the material to play an active role in the physical
formation process [33, 48].
In the presented research, the feedback of the geometric sensing data obtained from three different sources (i.e., the robot map, the localization estimation, and the fabrication survey) allowed the fabrication control loop to be
closed in a globally consistent coordinate system. It enabled the robot to locally compensate for prevalent uncertainties on the building site and fabricate
the building component in reference to the predefined design and performance
criteria. As a result, the built structure deviated locally from the dimensions
of the predefined digital reference model; in particular, the local material formations differed in appearance from the model. From the global perspective,
however, the digital model and the built structure were both consistent; in this
case, deviations and errors did not accumulate. In extension to this approach,
future research could explore an open-ended design approach to fabrication, in
which the form-generation processes are informed by material properties and
behavior during the form’s materialization not only at the level of local material formations but also on the level of the global form. Integrating design with
sensor-integrated fabrication control could unlock the generative potential of
such a process [49,41,35]. Subsequently, future research could explore the implications of such an approach on the architectural design and form-generation
processes at large.

Dynamic mobile fabrication
With respect to future research, the mobility, agility, and associated dynamics
of a robotic system for in situ fabrication require substantial improvement.
The presented in situ process demonstrated fabrication and relocation procedures in successive discrete steps. However, having a mobile robot capable of
dynamic manipulation would allow an exploration of the potentials for performing these procedures to occur simultaneously. Such an increased mobility
and agility would expand the application space to continuous construction
processes. For example, this would make concrete 3D printing free of modularization possible, or in the specific case of the Mesh Mould technology, it
would allow for continuous robotic concrete extrusion processes directly onto
a steel rebar mesh.
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Local differentiation
Robotic fabrication supports the distribution of properties and geometric differentiation in the materialization process of an architectural object in various scales. The presented process demonstrated the realization of locally
undulated—and thus differentiated—surface geometry. However, this geometry was fabricated through homogeneous material addition (i.e., by evenly distributed steel rebar cells, in width and height), with a constant wall thickness
and a constant concrete mixture for filling. Due to structural requirements,
the mesh with the evenly distributed steel rebar then required manual post
reinforcement at the open endings of the wall and at regions with a higher double curvature. Future research could integrate such local variations well into
the robotic fabrication process. Moreover, future research could also explore a
higher degree of material heterogeneity in accordance with loading conditions
or environmental demands by varying the distribution of properties on various
levels such as material density, porosity, and geometric articulation.
Sustainability
The shrinking resources of construction material, the still growing need for
building construction, and the necessity for high-quality working conditions
and well-built environments are some of the fundamental challenges facing
our world today. There can be no intellectual, conceptual, or societal separation between the architecture that we produce and the techniques with which
we produce it. As digital technology is essential to the discipline and practice
of architecture, the ability to shape and innovate with technology to tackle
these challenges is urgent and greatly important. As an alternative to robotic
prefabrication, robotic on-site fabrication has the potential to minimize the
logistical efforts and the energy consumption of building construction, as already indicated by the assessment of the Mesh Mould wall case study by [40].
Moreover, the geometric differentiation of building structures enabled by advanced digital design and fabrication tools, allows to enhance the material
and structural performance, and consequently, the overall material consumption to be minimized. Hence, finding a common path towards a sustainable
future makes architectural production as much a technological endeavor as a
design project.
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